Interfraternity Ball Well Attended

Beautiful women, and soft music reigned supreme last Saturday night at the Hartford Golf Club, the scene of Trinity's first Interfraternity Ball. Approximately one hundred twenty Hilltop fraternity men and their dates attended the dance. Continuous music was supplied by Bob Halprin and his orchestra.

A committee of Interfraternity Council representatives, consisting of Dick Avitabile, Hank Goodwin, Fred Jackson, and Bill Van Lanten, planned and arranged the affair. Avitabile, speaking for this group, felt that the dance was a great success and that it will become an annual fixture of the Trinity. The committee regarded that the limited capacity of the Hartford Golf Club and the expected student turnout made it impossible to extend an invitation to all the Alumni representatives of the fraternity's and Deans and Mrs. Clarke were the guests of the dance.

Many of the houses which attended the dance enjoyed cocktail parties and dinner before adjourning at the Hartford Golf Club.

Bridge Elected Station Manager and Stanley Chief Announcer of WRTC

On the afternoon of Monday, March 29, the executive board of WRTC announced the election of Bridge as Station Manager and Stanley Chief Announcer, to succeed P. B. Bridge of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Stanley R. W. Stein, of Orange, New Jersey.

Bridge, in assuming his duties as Station Manager, became the first man in years of association with Radio Trinity behind him. He first came to WRTC in the past year. In that position was responsible for many of the technical improvements made in the past year. Stan Stanley will now be serving his second term in office as Chief Announcer.

Jesters’ “Bell For Adamo” Production

To Begin Thursday; Hyde in Top Lead

By Jacque Hopkins

On Monday and April 1, the Trinity College Jesters, under the direction of Professor Robert M. Vogel, will present to Hochneyy “A Bell For Adamo” at 8 o’clock in Alumni Hall. The play will be given in a new style of staging as was the Jesters’ earlier production “French Without Tears.” The organization will continue using the Alumni Hall arena throughout this year despite the difficulties presented by the proximity of the audience to the acting area.

“Bell for Adamo” grew out of an article which John Hersey wrote for Life. Thomas Jerome, who at the time he was an overseas correspondent, the sentimentality, the innate sympathy of common blood that so many Americans have to offer over here. You see incredible Italian poverty, you see the lads in the show, are in a way many things which are coming and ting at one time. Above all you are seeing something— and it looks like a future.

Success on Broadway

The play about this “thing succeeding” was highly successful on Broadway and was the result of an idea of Vesty, according to Hersey, to be played by Joseph L. Rye, who is trying to be home. Jester who has appeared in last year’s production of “Our Town” as well as “French Without Tears.” Opposite him, Amy Hayes will play the part of Tina, the Italian girl who has been homesick, that she might forget the distasteful town of Adamo with its dark-haired women.

Savin Taken III; Is Granted Leave

Dr. Maynard Savin, Instructor in Chemistry, has been extended a leave of absence as a result of sudden illness. This was announced Friday by Dr. Morse Allen, Chairman of the English Department.

“The leave will be for unlimited duration,” Professor Allen said, “as Dr. Savin is now at the Massachusetts General Hospital for observation.” Dr. Savin’s classes will be divided among Messrs. Allen, Rood, Cameron (who will give up part of his own leave to take over the American Literature course) and John Williams, a Trinity alumnus now teaching at Loomis.

Dr. Savin, who came to Trinity to replace Professor Cameron during his leave of absence, previously taught at Brown University where he received his Ph.D. in 1948. He is a graduate of Tufts College.

New Album of Pipes’ Recording Will Go on Sale Soon; To Sell For $3.50

The Piper’s new album will arrive on campus today and go on sale within the next few days. The album contains three, ten-inch records containing many of the Piper’s well known arrangements.

Included in the album are Honey, Honey, Blue Moon, Brown October Air, Shadrack, It’s a Wonderful World, and the faculty verses of George Jones. This album is the second put out by the Pipes. The first one was issued in 1947. With the exception of Bible Stories, George Jones, and ‘Neath the Elms, there are no repetitions of the 1947 album. Five hundred copies of the album were made. Two hundred of these have already been sold and the remaining advanced sale. They will sell for $3.50. The price during the advanced sale was $2.50.

Bissonnette Named to Panel of New Book

Dr. T. Huse Bissonnette of Trinity has been named to a panel of leading American biologists who will determine the content of a new major biological reference book to be published by The National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences.

The new “Handbook of Biological Data” is expected to be one of the most important compilation, bringing together in one volume the most important measurement tools of contemporary biology.

BULLETIN

Details of the new room assignment plan suggested by the Senate are being worked out at present and will be announced to all resident students during the week. It is tentatively scheduled that all students wishing to room will have to submit their applications by April 5.
Letters to the Editor

To the Editor of the Trinity:

I should hate to feel that the ideas expressed by Mr. Braendele A. Rau, a member of the Alpha Chi Rho fraternity and the senior class, represent the beliefs of a majority of his fraternity brothers. If the aims and objectives of Alpha Chi Rho are at variance with the principles of human equality and brotherhood, what constructive aims can his group possibly be aspires to accomplish?

It is appalling to note that one is leaving these ivy towers after four years of "intellectual" stimulation will carry with him semi-rationalizations justifying the right of any social, political, or religious organization to discriminate against minority groups. It has been proven conclusively that one who seeks to justify anti-Semitism and Jim Crowism on a small scale will be quick to accept and advocate rationalizations in public and semi-public organizations and functions on a larger scale.

It is regrettable to note the mis-education of educated students who discredit the psychology of individual differences and choose instead to appeal to the ideal of racial superiority. On the other hand, the distortions of the Christian religion noted in the ideas expressed by this man are utterly unpalatable and unforgettable. The Bible clearly states that one cannot love God and hate his neighbor at the same time.

After reading Mr. Rau's letter, I am thoroughly convinced that in this case it is necessary and expedient to be destructive in order to be constructive—destructive of prejudices, constructive of true brotherhood.

Ralph Davis, '53.

To the Editor of the Trinity:

I hate to spend precious time, which could be profitably utilized in academic pursuits, in drafting this letter; but there is just so much uncontrolled gall which I can swallow and still live with myself. The gall referred to is the flagrant existence of Jim-crowism in the hearts of Trinity students, and in particular, the ideologies of white supremacy and anti-semitism espoused in recent letters in the editor of The Trinity Triodid.

Obviously, the pseudo-intellectual creators who write the two letters appearing in the issue of March 29 do not realize the need for implications of the rationalizations advanced in favor of fraternity Jim-crow and "cultivations democracy" in general.

The freedom of the individual ends if his actions transgress the rights of others. If this principle is denied, then each of us is free to commit robbery and murder so long as such atrocious conduct gives us to our own self-willed wishes. Murder is just what Jim-crow permits; wholesale murder of the souls of black folk. It kills one legitimate aspirations and destroys faith in the democratic ideal.

If we accept the logic of the right of fraternities to promote discrimination, then why not carry it to its logical conclusions and permit Jim-crowism to help shape the ideals of human relations?

If someone can show me a logically justifiable reason why I should not be permitted to attend Trinity College because a few prejudiced individuals do not cherish the idea of attending classes with a Negro, I will quit tomorrow without a word of protest. If someone can show me why my wife and child should want for the bare necessities of life simply because some prejudiced individual does not want to work beside me on a job, then I will commit suicide before the sun goes down. Extension of the principle justifying "fraternity" Jim-crowism would do just that.

As for the allegation that all men are not created equal, implying that Negroes and Jews are inferior to the "master race" (to borrow a term from Hitler), I must say that this is sheer nonsense.

(Continued on page 3.)
Trin Passes Socialized Medicine Bill
As Schults Elected Speaker of C.I.S.L.

Two hundred fifty-seven delegates to the Connecticut Intercollegiate Student Legislature elected Richard C. Schults, Trinity '50, Speaker of the Connecticut Legislature for the twenty-day legislative session at the Capitol, March 24 and 25. Schults, a past president of Theta Xi, is president of the Political Science Club and served on the executive council of the Center, president of Brownell and vice-president of the Political Science Club. Schults is also a member of Phi Delta Epsilon, the Medical Society.

Schults called for “suspension of the order of business” for its consideration, but the bill could not get on the floor. They were “original minds” would” a resolution. The resolution, strongly opposed by the Connecticut State Board of Education, was defeated.

The bill was revived on the floor of the Connecticut House of Representatives, and a new resolution was tabled.

The bill was finally defeated on the floor of the Connecticut House of Representatives, and a new resolution was tabled.

The resolution, strongly opposed by the Connecticut State Board of Education, was defeated.
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Victor Hatschier, Fabulous Hotel Personality, Appointed Maître D’Hote of Dining Hall; Prendergast to Manage Cave

Victor P. Hatschier, internationally experienced hotel executive, has been appointed maître d’hôtel of the Dining Hall. Before coming to Hartford in 1951, Mr. Hatschier managed and assisted in hotels in Europe, Asia, Africa, South America, and the United States. He also served on the C.I.S.L. as Director of Restaurants

Prendergast to manage the Cave.

Placement Calendar

Thursday, March 30—Senior Interviews, Acton Casualty & Surety Co. Mr. Roy Fishbein, Elton Lounge, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Friday, March 31—Senior Interviews, Ralph Love Agency. Mr. David Green, Elton Lounge, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday, April 3—Senior Interviews, Union Carbide & Carbon Corp. Mr. C. M. Barlow, Elton Lounge, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Tuesday, April 4—Senior Interviews, Charles Hoyt Agency, Goodwin Lounge, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Topic, Advertising as a Career.

Tuesday, April 4—Senior Interviews, Monarch Life Insurance Co. Mr. Young, Elton Lounge, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Wednesday, April 5—Senior Interviews, Conn. State Employment Service. Mr. D’Ollle, Elton Lounge, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Wednesday, April 5—Teaching Candidate State Dept. of Education, Mrs. Baker, Seabury Lounge at 3 p.m.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Mr. Kline (page 3), is a brilliant, a wealth of scientific evidence to refute it. Read the works of Dr. Franz Buss and Ruth Benedict, eminent anthropologists of Columbia University, and perhaps the population that blanks your soul and enslaves your mind will be exposed for what it is, insurmountable ignorance.

One final point and I will close this article to the mis-guided disciples of Satan. This writer, along with nearly a million other Negroes, were called upon to give his blood, sweat, and tears (W. Churchill) in the recent war against “Aryan Superlative” for the new forgotten Four Freedoms. Surely if a man is good enough to die for democracy and human equality he must be good enough to live for those same ideals on any college campus.

 لكل من يعلم أن هذا النص من الأصل العربي، نحن نتعلم من هذه النص، نحن نتعلم من هذا النص. نحن نتعلم من النص، نحن نتعلم من النص.

WITNESS TO SOBER LIVING

Hillel Society Lectures

The Trinity term has provided the students of the Hillel Society with an interesting program for this semester. On Monday, February 15, Mr. Milton Nahum, a member of the Hartford City Council, addressed the group on the subject of the Anti-Semitism League. Mr. Nahum, with the aid of posters and other illustrations, pointed out to the group just how the league was going about its work.

(Continued on page 6.)

Camels for Mildness?

Camels for Mildness? Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coast-to-coast test of thousands of men and women who smoked Camel and only Camel—for 30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!
Lacrosse Season to Begin This Week
O'Connor, Bennett, Nurje, Friday to Start Team

This Saturday, April 1, the Trinity Lacrosse team will play its first game of the 1950 season against Aldenfield College of New York City. This game, played on the home field, will mark the official beginning of the spring season for the informal lacrosse team.

The team, in its campaign for official status, has achieved a greater improvement over last year's playing conditions. Last year the team had to play its games in its home games, but this year enough has been received from the athletic department to buy regulation lacrosse helmets. The athletic department's contribution to the team has more than doubled that of last year, and the team has been able to purchase some other badly needed equipment.

Ted Thomas, Assistant Captain and star athlete of the team, arranged a six-game schedule for the squad. The first game will be played here on Saturday. The remaining games to be played are as follows: Saturday, April 1, vs. Aldenfield; Wednesday, March 29, vs. Vermont; Saturday, April 29, Amherst at Amherst; Wednesday, May 5, New England College at Trinity; Saturday, May 13, Brown at home; Saturday, May 20, vs. Andover. A lacrosse game is pending for Saturday, May 5, between the team and some outside foes.

On Other Topics

I believe now, at the conclusion of close to seventeen years of education, that the student who passes by the opportunity to participate in at least one team sport while he is at high school and college has by-passed one of the best opportunities to develop a developed spirit of team-play is vital to us today; the exhilaration of winning and fighting for one's school or college colors is one passing from my life I gladly regret. One of the most pleasurable single moments I have known at Trinity was the thrill of wearing the school's colors at the Detroit football meet last weekend. Ask any Brennan or Dick Ellwanger how he felt to them.

A word of thanks to the reporters who worked for us. The better we are than we were before, readers, to let you know—due to lack of space to print all their articles, and due to fear that you'd want them to succeed sooner permanently.

Drop in and See Our NEW TARTAN PLAID VESTS $12.95

CAMPUS SHOP
BROAD AND VERNON STREETS
Hartford, Conn.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE! You Can Still Make That SUMMER TRIP TO EUROPE With International Youth

PARIS BY AIR 350 Round trip Flights to LONDON and ROME Write or phone
INTERNATIONAL YOUTH INC. 150 BROADWAY NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
Co 7-8060 To assure passage write immediately
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Freshman Grapplers Shine in Tournamen

By Greg Knapp

Last Thursday, March 17, over 1150 Alumni Hall, the semi-finals in the Intramural Wrestling Tournament took place. Delta Psi, Psi Epil, and the Freshmen each placed three men in their first weight class, Alpha Chi Rho and Chi Rho placed two men, and Psi Upsilon and the Commons Club each had one man in the semi-finals.

In the 126 lb class, Thomas Miskiw, the first of three fine Freshman wrestlers, was scheduled to face his rival in the Alpha Chi Rho in 20 seconds of the first period. Robert Shaver, Psi Epil, seemed to be the better choice in his semi-final match. But a depth of skill and technique better than experienced in past years was displayed by the Delta Psi, Psi Epil, and Chi Rho wrestlers.

Two hard-fought battles took place in the next weight class. Henry Ball, Psi Epil, won over Justin Norton, Alpha Chi Rho by 6-0 and Jacob Mandell, Psi Upsilon, defeated Richard Bell,overs Epil, 4-6. In the semi-final match, Robert Skinner, Phi Kappa, and Richard Condon, Delta Phi, were the winners in the 155 lb. class. Skinner pinned James Hux, Jr., in 10 seconds while Condon downed Sherwin Miller of the Commons Club, making him the only hard-fought battle that remained.

The last two matches of the Freshmen and Junior members of Delta Phi both placed their opponents in less than 1:3. One was a 7-2 decision for Joseph Frank, who has been altered so that it stands as an example that other colleges might well follow.

One Year Ago Today

In the last meet of the season Trinity then moved to the Boston University campus. In the first meet of the season the found the Bantams winning both matches as expected. Most of us felt it was a good beginning for a squad which promises, with the addition of new talent in the majority of its meets. The co-op team, Kuhl and Holder in the N.C.A.A. fencing championships next year.

Baseball: The Trinity Ambulance quintet captured the Norwich Athleti Basketball championship with a clean sweep of their second game, 66-61. Ron Watson, Bill Pittkin, Bill Gordon, Bill Pinney, and Larry Hutnick were the top three scorers. Fred Booth is the top pitcher, but other players are members of the Trinity varsity.
Fencers Fifteenth in N.C.A.A. Meet

The foil, epee, and saber representatives of the Trinity College fencing Team enjoyed, on the whole, a considerable measure of success in the National Collegiate Athletic Association championship meet March 24 and 25 at Wayne University, Detroit, Michigan. Taking third in saber, fifth in epee, and twenty-sixth in foil, the trio of Bob Blum, Ed Brennan, and Dick Ellison won a total of 45% points, placing Trinity fifteenth out of thirty-three competitors.

The struggle for team honors was extremely narrow, Navy with a total of 67% wins first, closely trailed by N.Y.U., 66%, and Rutgers, 64%. The Blue and Gold finished twenty-fifth out of sixty-nine entries.

The Blue and Gold meet the Wesmen in a usual spring training trip. The new baseball season is on April 11 when the Bantams meet the Wes Cardinal. This will be the first of two games against the Wes men, the second contest being played on May 5. Likewise will the Blue and Gold meet Anheuser and Coast Guard in home and road contests. The Brown game is always a good one as is the Columbia and Colby tussles. The scheduled includes some 21 games of which nine will be played on the home diamond.

There is plenty of spirit at the practice these days. If spirit is any indication of the quality of the Hilltoppers' play, then we can look forward to a great season.

By Jim D. Spagnoli
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Dr. Carroll Speaks To Campus Club

On Tuesday evening, March 21, Dr. Carroll spoke to the Campus Club on the subject "The Church and Politics." Dr. Carroll began by stating that the Church is apostate since there is no interference of religious activities in the state. Dr. Carroll then went on to say that Christian faith does not allow for the division of life into compartments, and all actions must be viewed in the light of God.

Life must be lived as a unit. The teachings of God's Church must affect all of man's actions; the Church remains the right to pass moral judgment on actions as well as on all other actions, so that they may be seen in the light of God. The basic assumptions of Christian morality closely relate political action to religious action. These basic assumptions are: God created man in His own image. In other words, man is somehow like God. Since God is a morally right-thinking Being, man is expected to think like God in this respect, morally.

(1) The created individual is related to his fellows as individuals, and the relations of one society with another society are subject to similar moral judgments.

Insight into the nature of the God that created us has shown that man's moral relationship with God and his fellow men is based upon and resulted in love, not erotic or sentimental love, but a love that is manifested in an intimate concern for individuals and groups. Our actions are directed toward the realization of this love, our well being. (2) Man is a rational being capable of recognizing the conclusions after being taught general working principles.

In concluding, Dr. Carroll stated that it was the duty of the Church to preserve its stand in public life. He observed that historically political action in the Anglican Church has formed the backbone of political thought in a free society. His main thought was in view of Christian principle, the need to reestablish relations between the Baptists, Priests and other ministers.

Frosh Head List for Campus Cottage Use

By Gordon R. Clem

Since the College has acquired the apartment building on Vernon Street, the campus cottage will be available for new freshmen. Suggestions for its use have been made.

Senators Thomas and McIntosh have prepared a resolution which suggests possible plans. They suggest that the freshmen be given first priority for the cottage, and that approximately one floor would be used as a recreation room, equipped with ping pong tables and other similar equipment. The senators also suggest that the Cottage Club and the residence hall council need to be dealt with the administration for approval.

Use as Infraservice Site

There are many suggestions that the infirmary might be moved to the Cottage Club. This move is not adequate in space and tends to be noisy. It would be housed on the third floor of the Cottage, and it would be argued that it would not be greatly affected by the noise of other groups in the cottage since no serious cases are kept in the infirmary.

Down Fraternity Row

ALPHA DELTA PHI: Girls, girls, girls—no wonder there is a storming of the affections of our brotherhood! The most obvious and com­mon way in which the many partyمات and party wars are warmed by happy young couples rejoicing in the promise of spring. Saturday night was one of these occasions. Saturday afternoon "boys' session" feat­ured Rosett and "very solid" trio of "cats." Couples swayed ecstatically to their own, and even some of the more aloof fraternity members were dis­covered surreptitiously glimpsing each other's eyes as the rhythm of the dinky jungle beat.

The All of Death hovered closely around two of our dearest brothers, but Brother Enmons (president) di­agnosed the malady as a severe case of Spanish Flu, and that was all.

PSI UPHILON: Another one of these weekenders. The best we have ever had, until the next one comes around. Those brothers who were fortunate enough to still have dates by the time Saturday rolled around agreed that the music of Bob Hard at the Golf Club was the best to date. Those not so fortunate still managed to "wring" a few moments of the largest and most successful flush-parties that have ever been heard of in the halls of Beta. Brother Friday's excreting and exciting date, who, incidentally, comes from Hazel, will be the topic of conversation for some time. The hit of the party, however, was the surprising statement and relations are made that much closer, the better. The white-shoe set, including brothers Goodwyn, Bush, and Melellian, joined Brother Knappe as they were at the bar on Saturday night. Poady Puiu, finds itself still represented in the approaching wre­athings, thanks to our head mat­thew. Brother Hatfield and Brothers Avery, Phillips, and other are representing us in four events in the swimming finals. Congratulations are due Brothers Coote and Burt, who were recently elected to the editors­ships of the Tripod and the Ivy, respec­tively.

THETA XI: The signs of spring are beginning to come out among the fraternity men. Brother Thomas has bought his Cadillac out of hibernation and continues to amaze Newton with his driving. Brothers Hafeld and Chaitkoff are writing poetry. Brother Friday has been trying to persuade everyone that owns a car (not you, Rod) to trek to Avon Mountain on a rock climbing expedition. Brother Shapiro is still sitting by his window with a black stare of excitement that is felt around two of our dearest brothers.

T.- A UAL ALPHA's Brother Cass's formal and cutting clique is too far gone for any brain strain since the evening of the Fraternity Dance, now a most brilliant and inspiring talk entitled "Social Problems and Their Solution."

B. E. F.

TAU ALPHA's Brother Cass's formal and cutting clique is too far gone for any brain strain since the evening of the Fraternity Dance, now a most brilliant and inspiring talk entitled "Social Problems and Their Solution." Brothers Ed Kelly, John Reeser, and Phil Coote, from the au­thentic Spring Banquet Committee, have completed arrangements for hiring a boat at a "very solid" price for Saturday night. May 13.

T.O.C. Outings

The Trinity Outing Club is in re­operation with the Appalachian Moun­tain Club. It is running an instructional rock-climbing trip on Sunday, April 2, to the Waterbury Cliffs, Water­er, Connecticut.

There are fine hiking trails starting at the cliffs to accommodate the less ambitious. Bring lunch, weather, old clothes, and twenty-five cents if you plan to climb. For transportation, further particulars contact Jack Tay­lor, Elton 415.

BILLETTER LETTER

(Continued from page 3.)

Dr. Newton, who is a pretty girl, will have an opportunity to do white-water canoe­ing here in Connecticut. Registrations must be in on Thursday if you are coming. Contact John Hubbard, Elton 112.

T.O.C. News

Last week T.O.C. entertained two alumni, Don Prigge, '48, and Art Howard, '49, who are on the faculty of Howe School, Hocktont, N. Y. Brother Dick Ellison let Wednesday of the fencing team for the NCAA matches in Detroit. At last Wednesday's meeting, T.O.C. had its dinner guest, Mr. and Mrs. Almaro of Hartford, who is an organizer and pres­ident of the vegetables of the Hartford Civic and Economic Welfare Council, gave a most brilliant and inspiring talk entitled "Social Problems and Their Solution." Brothers Ed Kelly, John Reeser, and Phil Coote, from the au­thentic Spring Banquet Committee, have completed arrangements for hiring a boat at a "very solid" price for Saturday night. May 13.

WISCONSIN and Colleges and Universities

Throughout the country CHESTERFIELD

is the largest-selling cigarette.

DENNIS MORGAN

Famous Wisconsin Alumnus, says: "CHESTERFIELD satisfies because it's MILD. It's my cigarette."

DENNIS MORGAN

CHAMPION IN "PERFECT STRANGERS"

A WARNER Bros PRODUCTION

"By Recent National Survey

They're MILDER! They're TOPS!"